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Abstract: We have investigated the combined action of the pyroelectric and photovoltaic effects 

exhibited by z-cut LiNbO3:Fe substrates for particle trapping and patterning. The results suggest 

that a suitable combination of the PY and PV effects can improved some pattern properties such as 

particle density or pattern contrast. 
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1. Introduction 

Particle manipulation and trapping based in the electrical properties of ferroelectric crystals have been 

recently proposed and demonstrated. On the one hand, the pyroelectric (PY) effect generates patterned 

electric fields in LiNbO3 domain structures [1] by thermal heating or cooling.  On the other hand, the 

bulk photovoltaic (PV) effect generates light induced electric fields in accordance with the 

illumination patterns in certain doped ferroelectrics such as LiNbO3:Fe (see [2] and references 

therein). In both cases, the induced fields allow particle manipulation via electrophoretic (EP) or 

dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces. However, the combined action of both effects have not been explored 

so far. In fact, in some configurations such as highly z-cut Fe-doped LiNbO3 under high light 

intensities, both effects can appear simultaneously affecting particle trapping techniques. Furthermore, 

one can wonder about the possibilities of simultaneously using PY and PV effects to improve particle 

manipulation  

In this work, we investigate the combined action of both effects presented by Fe doped LiNbO3 

substrates. To this end, we have developed a simple two-step strategy: i) illumination at low or 

moderate intensity generates a patterned electric field via the photovoltaic effect and, ii) subsequently, 

particle deposition from a cold suspension at a temperature several degrees lower than room 

temperature. The role of different parameters such as temperature variation (T), or illumination time 

have been studied, and the results have been favorably compared with simple theoretical calculations. 

The experimental results suggest that a suitable combination of the PY and PV effects can improve 

some pattern properties such as particle density or pattern contrast. Other alternative experimental 

situations with the simultaneous action of both effects are briefly discussed. 

 

2. Experimental methods 

As ferroelectric substrates we have used 1 mm thick z-cut LiNbO3:Fe crystals with 0.09 wt% iron 

impurities.  Nanoparticle (NP) patterns have been obtained in a two-step process [2]. First, the crystal 

sample is illuminated with a light pattern obtained using a spatial light modulator to induce PV electric 

fields. The light intensity is kept low enough to avoid any temperature change (ΔT<1 ºC) and so, any 

PY effect.  Next, without illumination, the crystal is introduced in a Ag NP suspension to fabricate the 

pattern. The average particle diameter is 100 nm. The suspension temperature is kept lower than room 

temperature to cool the crystal inducing PY effect during particle deposition on its surface. 
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Figure 1: Photographs of Ag NP patterns 

deposited on the +c surface with a fringe 

light pattern at different temperature 

changes: (a) ΔT= 0 ºC, (b) ΔT= –5 ºC, (c) 

ΔT= –10 ºC. Schemes of the corresponding 

light and charge patterns are shown at the 

top of each photograph. 

 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

In the applied strategy, we uncouple the PV and PY effects to find a configuration for which the 

combined action provide any advantage for particle trapping and patterning. As stated above, during 

illumination a patterned PV electric field is obtained. In the second step, a spatially homogeneous PY 

field is induced by cooling the sample. Hence, in the suspension, particles undergo the electric PV+PY 

fields and settle on the sample. The PV and PY (depolarization) surface charges have opposite sign, 

giving rise to a competition between both effects. To illustrate this competition we have developed a 

series of three experiments with the same illumination fringe pattern. The temperature decrease of the 

NP suspension with regard to the sample are ΔT =0 (for reference), –5 ºC and –10 ºC. The obtained 

NP patterns are shown in Figure 1a, 1b and 1c, respectively. In each figure schematics of the light 

pattern and the generated surface charge at the +c crystal face are also shown to discuss the physics.  

In figure 1a the typical reported PV-induced NP pattern for z-cut, replica of the light pattern, is 

obtained [3]. In Figure 1b, with ΔT = –5, we can see a double periodicity, i.e. additional particle 

fringes corresponding to the dark regions of the light pattern. This can be understood looking at the 

schemes: the magnitude of the surface charge densities generate by the PV (green dash line) and PY 

effects (red dash line) are similar (although with a different spatial distribution) and with opposite 

sign. So, the net charge (black solid line) alternates from negative to positive values. When using 

neutral particles, i.e. DEP forces act on them, they deposit on the substrate no matter the sign of the 

surface charge. Finally, in Figure 3c, with ΔT = –10, the PY effect is high enough to fully compensate 

the PV-induced charge and so, particle deposit only in the dark regions. Moreover, the pattern contrast 

is very good in this case, suggesting that this combination is useful to improve the pattern visibility. 

We have obtained similar trends for a set of experiments with a constant suspension temperature, ΔT = 

–5, but varying the illumination time and so, the magnitude of the PV effect with regard to the PY 

effect. We are now developing simulations using a model essentially based in the mechanisms just 

described. We expect to predict in detail the trapping behavior under PV+PY effects. 

In fact, a number of interesting alternative situations can be explored and simulated. As an 

example, we have found that a focused Gaussian beam with light intensity I ≥ 10 W/cm2
 produces in 

our samples a local temperature increase above 15 ºC, originating  simultaneously PV and PY effects. 

In this case, both effects are local and generate charges with the same sign. NP trapping experiments 

to elucidate the main features of this situation, inherent to high light intensities and strong Fe-dopings, 

are now in progress. 
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